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1. The "DOR-Clouds" 

It has beco= possible to apply Me principie of the orgonomic potential to Me 
dissolution and fornzation of closids. This technical application of the argo-
namic potentiall was forced upon this institution during the emergency which 
shook Orgonon from about March 21, 1952, till the present date, September. 
1952. It was a matter of survival in [bis region to find a way to remove the 
"DOR-clouds," as we carne to can the nauseating concentrations of DOR 
over ORCO NO N. 

Let me fira explain what these DOR-clouds are, how they lnols, what they 
do and what can be done about them. DOR-clouds were observed and com-
prehended for the first time during the early days of May, 1952. The main 
characteristks of these DOR-ciouds, as they appear at various intervala over 
Orgonon, coming in mostiy frorn the west, are the following: 

1. "$tillneu" and "Bleakness" 

A "stillness" and "bleakne_ss" spread over the landscape, rather well de-
braceei against unaffected surrounding regions. The stillness is expressed 

1  Cf, THE Coam,rvia. UPttumr ur First Report 1947-1951). 
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ui a real cessation of life expressions in the atmosphcre. The birds stop sing-
ing; the frogs stop croaking. There is no sound of life anywhere. The birds 
fly low or hide in the trees. Animais crawl over the ground with greatly 
reduced motility. The !caves of the trees and the needles of the evergreens 
look very "sad"; they droop, tose turgor and erectility. Every bit of sparklc 
ar luster disappears from the lakes and the air. The trees look black, as though 
dying. The impression is actually that of blackness, or better, bleakriess. Ir is 
not something that "carne into the landscape." It is, rather, the sparkle of Life 
that WENT OUT of Me landscape. 

2. Vanishing of !moer and Sparkle 

The vanishing of luster and sparklc from the sunny landscape had been 
indepentlently confirmed by several observers who have grown up on farras. 
Trees, rocks, telegraph poles, mountainsides, and houses appear "black" al-
though it is not really blackness. Ir is, rather, like the absencc of light. To the 
orgonomic observer, it appears to be the result of thinning or a failing of 
the OR energy substratum that usually luminates into brilliant daylight, with 
sparklc and luster. Ir should be carefully noticed that DOR-clouds appear 
while the sun keeps on shining. The green colar of trees and meadows dis-
appears from the mountain ranges. Everything seems to go black or 
One cannot help but feel this to be DEATH, "BLEA K DEATH," as some call it. 
This bleak blackness hovers especially over landscapes without any vegetation, 
and over swampy regions. Swamps have a peculiar hearing on DOR effects. 
Swamps are basically accumulations of stagnant water which enhance decay 
processes and are the opposite of fresh running brook ar river water which 
counteracts decay. They are distinguished by the absence ar, respectively, 
presence of orgonotic metabolism. Everything still remains to be carefully 
investigated in this realm. We are only breaking trail for a first over-ali 
orientation. 

The lack of luster can be understood in terms of some reduction of orgo-
notic pulsation and metabolism in plants and animais. This seems to be 
confirmed by the fact that at the lake surfaces orgonotic pulsation aIsn 
ceases; the water becomes calm and motionless. 

A DOR-cloud is usually surrounded by normal atmospheric OR activity, 
such as blueness of the mountain ranges, sparkling of the sunny atmosphere. 
grcenness of the trees. One cannot help but feel that natural cosmic OR 
energy retracts from the "evil," "bleak," "black," "lifeless" DOR-cloud and 
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leis it pass. Obscrvations made at night show luminous OR surmunding 
and fighting the lusterless DOR-cluuds. In daytime the mountains appear 

black while losing the normal blue-gray orgone energy color. The emotional 
impression here again is "sadness." The color of the mountain ranges is now 
sornehow "dirty," ar blackish with a purple tini. After the passing of the 
DOR-cloud, the intense blue-gruy "haze" returns. We learned to realize ex-
activ when normal OR activity replaces again the nauseating DOR blackness. 

3. Bio-energetic Distress in Human Beings 

People react to the DOR-clouds with rather grave distress. Many do not 
know or cannot explain what happens to thern. They call it "heat," ar "some 
atum dust," ar just "bad air." Some are biologically insensitive to a deg§te 
which puzzles the orgonomist. There are others who know the deadly quality 
of thrse clouds, not intellectually, but rather with their First, Orgonotic Sense. 
"There is something wrong in the air," one hears them say, or, "Something 
is going on somewhere," a statement expressing awareness together with 
suspicion. "I cannot get any air," ar, "It hits me like a brick when 1 enter 
my shop in the morning," etc. In some cases one must persist in asking the 
same question over and over until the answer creeps to the surface from a 
frightened ar bewildered mind: "Yes, if you want to know, 1 feel it some-
times like something closing in on my face, like a wall, but I cannot really 
feel it, you know; and then 1 get that bad headache of mine," ar, "My sinuses 
are going had 	," etc. etc. 

If they are not compktely dead emotionally, i.e., far below the normal bio-
energctic levei of functioning, people are usually aware of the "changes in Me 
wrather," too; in vegetation and in the "general feel" of things. In the early 
spring, already in the middle of April, 1952, the buds were coming out in 
the Rangeley region. People did not quite dare to admit such an astonishing 
fact, since buds are not expected there before the end of May. Remarks in 
the beginning of June about the peculiar "black" clouds that were coming 
from the west and for some peculiar reason remained "stuck," as it were, 
over Orgonon, were frequent. Also, the lushness of the vegetation was rluly 
acknowledged and generally appreciated. 

4. Geiger Counter Reactions 
The reactions of the Geiger counter to the DOR-clouds deserves special 

attention. At this point, only a few basic phenomena should be mentioned: 
During the passage of DOR-clouds over a certain region, the GM counter 
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will act in peculiar, extraordinary ways. When these reactions were seen for 
the first time during the early spring of 1951, thcy were dismissed as "only" 
or "nothing but" failure of the batteries. Since then, we learned to respect 
these "failures" and to read their meaning to a sufficient degree to form 
reliable opinions about the atmospheric OR conditions before, during and 
after the passage of DOR-clouds. h is advisable to distinguish the "disorders" 
aí the GM counter as follows: 

a. "JAMMING": The portable CM counter (SU-5, Tracerlah) will "ruce -

to the limit of 100,000 CPM ar 20 ma/n. 

b. "FAlLING" ar "FADING": The counts will drop again rapidly until 
they will sink beneath the normal background count of 30-40 CPM. The 

needie will remain at 5 ar 10 cest or it will poliu to Zero with the range 101 

CPM turned on. This will happen in an extrernely highly charged atmospherc. 
c. "IAMMING" as well as "FADING" may occur each by itself in a very 

high OR atmosphere. Sometimes the fading is precedcd by jamming. Orle 
also sees rather frequently the CM set in with the normal background reaction 
of 30 to 50 erst, and then, after a minute ar two, start racing toward thc 
higher or even the highest possible counts, which would cause alarm in anv 
atomic plant. The details of these functions are as yet unknown. Rut it would 
appear reasonable to assume that Fading,lamming and Racing are all variante 

of one and the same basic disorder: OVERCHARGE of the GM counter tuhe. To 
repeat: The pointer will not move at all: FAILING; ar it may fail after an initial 

normal count: FADING. ft may rush to abnormally high values: RACING, in-

stantly ar after a brief period of normal reaction. It may race to the highest 
possible count and beyond and then get stuck there with ar without subse-
qucnt fading, i.e., JAMMING. 

These distinctions are natura}Iy subject to correctinns and to further de-

tailed interpretation. 
d. The "ERRATIC" GM Counter: During thc passage of DOR-clouds. 

afie can, furthermare, observe a type of behavior na the portable GM as if, 
psychnIogically speaking, the CM counter had became "nervous" and could 
not makc up its mind, as it were, whether to race, to fade or to jam. In such 
cases, one sees the needle start in with the normal 30 to 40 CPM; then it rates, 

say, to 500 CPM, drops thereafter slowly, in the fading manner, to 100 and 
further to 70, only to start racing again to 10,000 ar even 30,000 CPM; even-

tually this is followed by still higher "erratic" oscillations back and forth 
hetween 10,000 and 100.000; it may end in jamming nr complete fading, 
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These few distinctions in the disorderly behavior of the UM portable 
counter may sufixe. h should be noticed, however, that CM counters which 

are enclosed in plastic material will most likely only fade or fail; this is so, 
to judge from only one single observation with a new plastic-covered CM 
counter, because plastic material ahsorhs OR avidly without reflecting the 
OR energy. This observation requires further elaboration and confirmation. 

In the beginning, during March and April, 1952, we were under the irnpres-
mon that the DOR-clouds coming from the west, originated from atomic 
blasts in the western United States. However, it was later ascertained that 
there were no atomic detonations ir►  thc USA in March, 1952. Thus, the 
origin of the DOR-clouds remains a mystery to this date. The onset of the 
disaster at Orgonon soou after the tornado struck in the West, March 21, 
1952, centered our attention on the possibilíty that we were clealing with some 
very obscure cosmic events. 

The DOR emergency at Orgonon worsened quickly during April. Emo-
tional and physical distress became unhearable, and it was now a matter aí 
survival to remove the black DOR accumulations that hovered ever more 
frequently over Orgonon. An inconspicuous, long-neglected observation carne 
to the rescue: 

Par back in 1940, when the atmospheric OR energy had been seen for the 
first time at Mooselookmeguntic Lake in the Rangeley region through long 
metal pipes, casual pointing of some pipes at thc surface of the lake seemed 
to affect the movement of the waves. This appeared quite incredible at that 
early period of OR research; the matter was ahandoned and soco forgotten. 
However, the incredible effect of metal pipes upon energy ~riem such as 
waves, seemed to have lingered on in my mind over all these dozcn years. 
When the suffering from DOR [recame unbearabie at Orgonon Iate in April, 
a few metal pipes, 9 to 12 feet long and l i inch in diameter, were directed ' 
toward the black DOR concentrations overhead, and connected through ax 
cables toa deep well. 

The effect was instantanenus: The black DOR-clouds began to shrink. 
And when the pipes were pointed against the OR energy flow, i.e., toward 
the west, a brecze west to can would set in after a few minutes "naAve," as we 
carne to call this operation; fresh, biue-gray OR energy moved in where the 
nauseating DOR-clouds had heen a short while before. Soon we learned that 
raie clouds, too, could be influenced, increased and diminished as well as 
moved, by operating these pines in certain well-defined ways. 
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The techniquc of dood-busting is to a very large extent, if not wholly, 
liased on the technological use af the argonomic mentia' as it governs the 
OR energy functions aí the atmosphere. 

The technological use of the orgonomic potential can be divided, basically, 
into two major groups: 

A. INCREASE of Me OR potential: 
In this case we rancem:rate OR energy and build tsp a steeper ar stronger 

OR potential. This will have entirely different effects than 
B. DECREASE of the OR potentia:: 
In this case we disperse ar dissipar( OR energy; we lowcr the potential 

difference and create a tendency toward mure ar kss equal distribution of 
the OR energy in the atmospheric OR energy envelope aí the planet. We act 
in the direction aí the mechanical potential. 

Raio clouds, thunder clouds, hurricanes and tornadoes are, seen from the 
viewpoint aí organnmy, different expressions aí basically onc and the same 
function, i.e., combinations of concentrated OR cnergy strearnr and water 
wapors. On the intensity, direction, location and similar conditions related 
to the comhination of water and OR energy (H20 # OR) many atmospheric 
conditions depend; most of these conditions stili await detailed study and 
logical comprehension. 

However, the two basic principies of cioud-busting, increase and derrease 
of the OR potential, suffice at the mornent ta make their technological use 
comprehensibk. 

If we wish to destroy clouds we must use the orgonomic potential in such 
a manner that the potential decreases. 

If we wish to create clouds ar to increase the power of existing clouds, we 
must use the OR potencial in such a manner that the potential between clouds 
and their immediate environment increases. 

In arder to execute these two basic principies in a satisfactory manner, we 
must, logically, construct and use a device which is capabie of adding OR 
energy to the atmospheric OR cnergy envelope; or, we must construct a 
device which will DRAW ENERGY FROM TESE OR ENVELOPE in such a manner 
that the affected region !ases certain amounts of energy to other regians, thus 
changing  the atmospheric energy concentrations. 

Since at present, adding energy to the atmosphere is noa yet possibk, we 
must use the other principie, that of DRAWENG ENERGY FROM T11E ATMOSPHERE. 
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From the f-irst hesitating auempts to end the emergency at Orgonon, mote  

systematic experiments in the creatiornind destruction aí clouds, as well as 
rain-making and stoppiug crf. raia began to clevetop successfully over several 
months, till the first two C.OR.E. "CLOUDBUSTER" units were finalls 
constructcd Portland, Maine, in September-Oetoher, 1952, for more alho. 
rate CORE operations. 

In the following pagcs only the basic principies aí "CLOUD-HUSTING" 
will he presented. A detailed presentation of the terhnical aspects will follow 
in a hmader context of Cosmic Orgime Engineering (C.OR.E). 

11. The Principies of "Cloud-Busting" 

1. "Cloud-Busting" 

The term "Clood-Busting," as used in this paper, shall (knote ali engineer-
ing techniques which (leal with the destruction as well as the formativa nf 
clouds of water vapor in the atmosphere and of orgone energy concentrations 
of ali kinds including gravity; hriefly, with all phenomena which are related 
to ar derive from atmospheric changes of climate including weather, humid-
ity, amount of rainfall per unir aí time, storms, hurricanes, "DOR-clouds," 
Oranur functions in the atmosphere, atmospheric OR energy changes of ali 
kinds, the origin af (lesem as weli as of arcas of green vegetation, and ali 
similar functions which depend on the presence or absence, on the scareity 
ar plentifulncss of OR energy, oxygert, water vapor, raio, sun and wind and 

iheir interaction. 

2. Techno$ogicut Use of the "Orgonomic Potencial" 

The "orgonomic potential" (see Bibliography, THE (IMUNE ENES V 
ACCUMULATOR, Nos. 5d, 6, 11) denotes ali functions in nature which de• 
pend em the flow af cosmic energy, or potential, from tx)w To HICH or from 
WE,%KER TO STRONGER SYSTEMS. Thus the orgonomic pretentiai is the basis nf 
and functions contrarv to the mechanical potential, heat, electromag-
netic cnergy, mechanical mentia! aí position, etc. The orgonomic palco-
tia! is most clearly expressed in the maintenance in most animais on this 
planet of a temperature higher than that aí the environment, and in the 
function aí gravita:lona! attraetion. In hoth cases, the stronger energy system 
draws energy from ar attracts a weaker system nearhy; in both cases the 
potencial is direeted from low to high, or from weak to strong. Gravitation 

obvinusly functions on this basis. 
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DECRUSE CLOUD 
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energy flow. It onI),  functions as a conductor toward thc ground IN CASE 

concentratear OR energy discharge, i.e., lightning, happens to come its way. 
(4) The OR charges are drawn (not lato the ground but) into ~me, 

preferably into flowing water of brooks, flowing lakes and rivers. We draw 
finco water since the attraction is greater between water and OR energy than 
hetween other elements and OR energy. Water not only atiram OR speedily 
hut it also holds it, as especial!), in clouds. We thus have the following picture 
nf the process of cioud-busting: 

Fim. 
CLOUDEJUSTER 

GROuND 

CLOUDBUSTING 
Destructlon of Cloucts 
through DECREASE of OR-POTIN11AL 
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3. Drawing Off Atinospherie OR Energy 

In order to draw off atmospheric OR energy, we must accompiish two 
tasks: a) we must use a device which draws OR energy; b) we must know 
into what place to draw Chis energy. 

This is accomplished by changing, basically, the principie of the function-
ing of the tacurNING Ruo: 

The lightning rod, too, functions according to OR energy principies, since 
"lightning" is atmospheric OR energy discharge in a very narrow space. The 
pointed roa, reaching imo the atmosphere, auracts the lightning discharge 
and conducts it through heavy vires into the ground. This lightning rod 
system functions according tu orgonornic, and not according to electrical 
principies: In the lightning rod system, the atmospheric charge is drawn from 
the atmosphere toward the point of the rod and further toward the earth's 
crust. It is, thus, the orgonomic potential from weak to strong which is 
operative also in the case of the lightning rod. If the electrical potential from 
high to low were operative in the lightning rod system, the direction of flow 
would necessardy fie the reverse, from the earth's crust toward the atmos-
phere; the energy would stream off and away from the point of the light-
ning rod. 

Ctoud-busting operates in agreement with the functioning of the lightning 
rod, only if we put both functions, cloud-busting and lightning, rod, on the 
~mon functional basis of thc OR potential. 

Cloud-busting deviates from the lightning rod principie in four ways: 
(1) lts purpose is not to draw and to ground bolts of lightning, hut to draw 
OR energy charges our of atmosphere and clouds. In doing so, it deals with 
the same kind of force as in the lightning, with one importam difference: 
The clond-buster draws the charges siotuly, in small amounts at a time, 
dispersed, as it were, in time as well as in concentration, and not in the form 
of sudden lightning. It does so by way (2) of long, hal!~ pipes, and not of 
solid steel reds. 

The pipes, any number of them, and any length beyond a minimum of 
about 4 meters or 10 feet used in our first cloud-busting experiments, have 
the function (3) of triggering the atmospheric OR energy flow into certain 
directions. The function nf the pipes is fulfilled with Chis trigg,ering of direc-
cional flow. Once the OR energy flow is directed at will, it continues to flow 
in the sarne direction, until another natural or artificial stimulus changes it 
again. The lightning rod, nu the other hand, is not intended to clima OR 
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CLOUDERISTER 

CLOUDBUSTI NG 
Mekin of Clouds 
tfirough INCREASE of OR-POTENTIAL 

the details will require extensive and careful study. We have always been 
cautious not to overdo while cioud-busting, since small twisters and rapid 
changes of winds have been observed beyond any reasonable doubt. Also, on 
une occasion, heavy, proionged raio occurrcd upon faulty operation. 

Cloud-busting as a task cif Cosmic OR Engineering will by far transcend 
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This sketch depicts the principie of cloud destruction only. it does nu( 
suffice to enable the technician to destroy ali existent types of ciouds. This 
remains a task of future experimentation in cosmic engineering, to be soived 
in many ways, in various regions of the globo, with various models of cloud-
busters (various as to number, length and width of pipes, direction of draw. 
size of ciouds, maturity of our experiente, etc.). The principie, however, may 
be described as basically complete: 

ONE DISSIPATES CLOUDS OF WATER VAPOR BY WITHDRAWINC, ACCOROING TO THE 

ORGONOMIC POTENTIAL. ATMOSPItERIC (COSMIC) OR ENERIIY FROM THE CENTLE 

OF THE CLOUD. THIS WEAKENS THE COHESIVE POWER 01,  THE CLOUD: THERE WILL 

BE LESS ENERCY TO CARIO' THE WATER VAPORS, AND THE CLOUDS NECESSARILS 

MUST DISS1PATE. THE ORGONOMIC POTENTIAL BETWEEN CLOUD AND ITS ENVIRON.-

MENT IS LOWERED. 

4. The Creation of Clouds 

The principie used in the e-reation of ciouds is the same as that in the 
destruction of ciouds: the orgonomic potencial from low to high. However. 
while in the destruction of clouds we draw off energy from the cloud propor, 
we draw F.NERGY from THE GLOSE VICINITY DF THE CLOUD WE WISII TO ENLARQ 

F.XISTENT CLOUDS AND TO PROCEED TOWARD RAIN-MAK1NG. The Chan 011 page 141 
depicts the process. 

The technological experiment bears out the theoretical assumption: Clouds 
dissipate when the cloud-buster pipes are aimed at the center; they grou. 

when we aim at the dose vicinity in the cloud-free sky. 

Une may create clouds in the cloud-free sky in a certain manner, by 
disturbing Me evenness in the distribtetion of the atmospheric OR energy: 
thus clouds appear upon drawing energy from the air. The more clouds that 
are present and the heavier the clouds, the casier it is to induce growth of 
clouds and finally ramo. The fewer clouds, the more difficuit it is and the 
longer it takes until the clouds give up their water. Practically, a rather sharp 
distinction exists between rain-making in a cloudy as against a cloudiree 

No matter what the variations, the principie remains the same as descrihed: 
Drawing from an existem cloud destroys the cloud. Drawing from its vicinity 
makes it grow. 

It is necessary to stop at this point. Strong reactions to cloud-busting ia 
Rangeley, Maine, have been observed in distant regions (Boston); such 
influente on far-away regions is due to the continuity of the OR envelope; 
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the facilities and potentialities of any single institution and even state or coun-
try. Cloud-busting is truly an international affair with no regard for national 
borders. There are neither passport controls nor custam officers in the sky 
where the weather is being made. This is good and as it should be in Cosmic 

OR Engineering (C.OR.E.). 
LAWFUL REGULATION OF CLOUD-SUSTING WILL PRovs DisPENSASLE tF CHÃOS 

IS TO SE AVOIDEO. 

( April till August, 1952.)  
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Projeto Arte Org 
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich 
 
Caro Leitor 
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão 
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam. 
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em 
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia 
de 1941 a 1957. 
 
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor. 
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945). 
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953) 
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)  
 
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-
los por assunto ou temas. 
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse. 
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web. 
 
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich 
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich. 
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola 
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restri-
ções. 
 
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.  
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar. 
 
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org. 
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Textos sobre o projeto Oranur, Orop e CORE. 
Texts on the Oranur, Orop and CORE project. 
---------------------- 
-------------------------------- 
Orgone Energy Bulletin 
------------------------------- 
Oranur Experiment and Core 
------------------------- 
01 Wilhelm Reich The Anti-Nuclear Radiations Effect of Cosmic Orgone Energy 1950 
McF 307 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 1. Jan. 1951 
Interval 33-34 Pag. 61-63 
  
02 Orgone Energy Emergency Bulletin No. 1 Oranur Project (1950) 
McF 517 Orgone Energy Emergency Bulletin No. 1-Oranur Project(1950) 
Interval 2-6 Pag. 3-10 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich The Oranur Experiment. Introduction and Surverey 1951 
McF 310 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 4. Oct. 1951 
Interval 2-3 Pag. 185-187 
 
04 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Energy (OR) Versus Nuclear Energy (NR) - Oranur 1950-1951 
McF 310 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 4. Oct. 1951 
Interval 45-74 Pag. 267-325 
 
05 Wilhelm Reich The Oranur Experiment. Outlook & Appendix and Bibliography 1951 
McF 310 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 4. Oct. 1951 
Interval 75-84 Pag. 326-344 
 
06 Wilhelm Reich The Blackeningo Rocks Melanor 1952 
McF 315 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 1,2. Mar. 1953 
Interval 16-31 Pag. 28-59 
 
07 Wilhelm Reich. CORE. DOR Removel and Cloud-Busting 1952 
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952 
Interval 3-9 Pag. 171-182 
------------------------------- 
------------------------------- 
 
---- 
CORE 
---- 
 
01 Wilhelm Reich CORE. Expansion & Contraction in the Atmospheric OR Energy 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 7-10 Pag. 1-7 
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02 Wilhelm Reich CORE. DOR Removal, Cloud-Busting, & Fog-Lifting 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 21-29 Pag. 28-44 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich CORE. Rules to Follow in Cloud Engineering 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 59-60 Pag.105-106 
 
04 CHester Raphael CORE. Dor Sichness. A review of Reichs Findings 1954 
McF 318 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 1,2. Mar. 1955 
Interval 12-16 Pag.20-28 
 
05 Wilhelm Reich CORE. Robert A. McCullough. Melanor, Orite, Brownite and Orene 1955 
McF 318 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 1,2. Mar. 1955 
Interval 16-21 Pag. 29-39 
 
06 Wilhelm Reich CORE. The Medical Dor-Buster (1942-1955) 
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955 
Interval 2-10 Pag. 97-113 
 
07 Willeam Stfic. Table of Events, Dor-Emergency, 1954-1955 
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955 
Interval 31-53 Pag. 155-199 
 
--------- 
CORE OROP 
--------- 
 
01 Wilhelm Reich CORE OROP Desert. Introduction 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
Interval 5-6 Pag. 5-7 
 
02 Wilhelm Reich CORE OROP Desert. Space Ships & Desert Developments 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 11-20 Pag. 8-27 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich CORE OROP Desert. OROP Desert Project 1954 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 29-34 Pag. 45-54 
 
04 Wilhelm Reich CORE OROP Desert. OROP Rangeley (August 1-2, 1952) 
McF 317 CORE. Vol. 6, No. 1 - 4. Jul. 1954 
interval 34-37 Pag. 55-60 
 
05 Wilhelm Reich CORE OROP Desert. OROP Ellsworth (July 5-6, 1953) 
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